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An Atlas V rocket taking off from Cape Canaveral on May 22 carrying a classified U.S. intelligence
satellite.

Russia is not planning to halt shipments of its RD-180 and NK-33 rocket engines to U.S.
aerospace firms in response to the latest round of Western sanctions, the deputy chairman
of the government's Military-Industrial Commission said Tuesday.

"We do not have such plans. It is not profitable for us. We produce and deliver the [engines],
they buy them," Oleg Bochkarev said in comments carried by the TASS news agency.

Rocket engines represent one of the greatest U.S. dependencies on Russian technology.
The RD-180, for example, is considered to be one of the best engines in the world and is used
to power the first stage of the Atlas V rocket — a vehicle built by industry juggernaut United
Launch Alliance to launch U.S. military and intelligence satellites into orbit.
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"Russia is rather peacefully responding to the sanctions, Bochkarev said. "We have no plans
to break relationships with anyone, they are trying to break relations with us."

Another powerful Russian rocket engine, the NK-33, is purchased by U.S. commercial space
firm Orbital Sciences to power their Antares rocket, which is currently contracted by NASA
to help resupply the the International Space Station.

The U.S. currently has no domestic analogue to the RD-180, and although recent
Congressional calls for a crash program to develop a new U.S.-made engine have been
moderately fruitful, experts suggest that such an engine would take up to five years
to develop.

In May, Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Rogozin, who oversees the space industry, said Russia
would respond to U.S. sanctions by withholding deliveries of the RD-180 engine for U.S.
military satellite launches.

Space cooperation has been one of the more fruitful areas of cooperation between Russia
and the U.S. since the collapse of the Soviet Union. The recent degradation of ties over
the crisis in Ukraine has yet to produce a tangible impact on the state of relations in space.
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